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L'Kor Ships

The L'Kor have several ships at their disposal, as they are a space faring species.

More about L'Kor Ships

Each ship is designed with purpose and utility in mind. They usually are painted lighter green, blues and
salmon colors. There are shuttles, bombers, carriers, and battleships in the L'Kor ship arsenal. Each of
these besides the shuttles include weapons arrays that make them a deadly foe. There are many
different ways in which the ships can be modified and the L'Kor military often adds weapons post-
production as new technologies come about.

Shuttle

The P'Nuloo was designed in a joint effort between the L'Kor military and a big-name company. It is a
civilian and military ship that has been in service for 200 IL (Or 100 YE) and replaced an outdated model
of shuttle class. It has two elongated wings that come off of the sides of the craft that has a basic
rectangular shape with curved edges. It is medium-sized and can house twenty power armor and the
same amount of passengers, plus a pilot.

P'Nuloo

Defensive Tier 8
Offensive Tier None

Speed 0.150c
FTL drive 7,500c

Bomber

The N'More is a well engineered bomber made by the military of the L'Kor. It features stealth systems
and integrated sensor suite as well as weapons systems that include torpedoes and weapon arrays. It is a
small craft and easily slips past its opponent. The N'More has been in service for only 50 IL and works as
a streamlined replacement to a bulkier design.
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N'More

Defensive Tier 11
Offensive Tier 10

Speed 0.225c
FTL drive 11,250c

Carrier

This carrier, the F'Lotka, has twin tails coming off of a central oval-shaped midsection. The tails house
power armor compliments while the mid section houses craft that come in through a rear hangar. It
entered service 200 IL ago and is a mainstay of the L'Kor in space.

F'Lotka

Defensive Tier 12
Offensive Tier 10

Speed .18c
FTL drive 11,250c

Battleship

The K'numop is a battleship that has only recently come into existence, as it is just 5 IL old. It has two
forward claw-shaped incisors that house dual plasma arrays. It was created by the L'Kor military in the
coming war alongside the Kuvexians and meant to be a defense against the larger ships they would face.
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K'numop

Defensive Tier 14
Offensive Tier 14

Speed .2c
FTL drive 11,250c
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